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Abstract. This paper introduces a simple, natural complexity measure for space bounded two- 
dimensional alternating Turing machines, called “leaf-size”, and provides a hierarchy of com- 
plexity classes based on leaf-size bounded computations. Specifically, we show that for any positive 
integer k z 1 and for any two functions L : N-D N and L' : N + N such that (1) L is a two- 
dimensionally space-constructible function such rnat L(m)k+lSm (ma l), (2) 
lim n,_.a) L(m) L’( m)k/log m = 0 and (3) lim,,,,, L’(m)/ L( m) = 0, L(m) space bounded and L( m)k 
leaf-size bounded two-dimensional alternating Turing machines are more powerful than L(m) 
space bounded and L’(m) k leaf-size bounded two-dimensional alternating Turing machines. 
1. Introduction 
Alternating Turing machines were introduced [1] as B generalization of nondeter- 
ministic Turing machines and as a mechanism to model parallel computation. Further 
research into alternating machines have been continuing [l-3,5-9,11,12]. However, 
there are many problems about alternating machines to be solved in the future. 
In [6,7,3], we introduced a two-dimensional alternating Turing machine (2- 
ATM), and gave several properties of this machine. This paper continues the 
investigation of the fundamental properties of 2-ATMs whose input tapes are 
restricted to square ones. In particular, we shall introduce a simple, natural com- 
plexity measure for 2-AI’Ms, called “leaf-size”, and provide a hierarchy of com- 
plexity classes based on leaf-size bounded computations. Specifically, we show that 
for any positive integer k 3 1 and for any two functions L : N + lV and L’ : N + N 
such that (1) L is a two-dimensionally space constructible function such that 
L(m)k+lsm (mW, (2) lim m-+ao L(m)Ll(m)k/logm=O, and :3) 
lim Ill+oo L'(m)/ L(m) = 0, L(m) space bounded and L( m)k leaf-size bounded two- 
dimensional alternating Turing machines are more powerful than L(m) space 
bounded and L'( m)k leaf-size bounded two-dimensional alternating Turing 
machines. 
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Leaf-size is a useful abstraction which provides a spectrum of complexity classes 
intermediate between endeterminism and full alternation. The concept of leaf-size 
bounded computations have aiready been introduced in [6,5]. Similar concepts 
were introduced in [8,2]. 
2. Preliminaries 
efinition 2.1. Let C be a fin te set of symbols. A two-dimensional tape over C is a 
two-dimensional rectangular array of elements of Z. 
The set of all two-dimensional tapes over 2 is denoted by Z’*‘. Given a tape x 
in Z(*), we let I,(x) be the number of rows of x and l*(x) be the number of coltnmns 
of x. If 1 G i 6 l,(x) and 1 ~j s l*(x), we let x( i, j) denote the symbol in x with 
coordinates (i, j). Further, we define x[ (i, j), (i’, j’)], only when f s i s i’ s I,(x) 
and 1 ~j S~‘S l*(x), as the two-dimensional tape z satisfying the following: 
(i) l,(z) = i’- i+ 1 and l,(z) =j’-j+ 1; 
(ii) for each k, r (1 s k~ &(z), 1 s r~ l*(z)), 
z(Sr)=x(k+i-l,r+j-1). 
We now recall a two-dimensional alternating Turing machine introduced in [ci]. 
Definition 2.2. A two-dimensional alternating Turing machine (2-ATM) is a seven- 
tuple 
(1) Q is a finite set of states, 
(2) q. E Q is the initial rtate, 
(3) U c Q is the set of universal states, 
(4) F c Q is the se of accepting states, 
(5) 2 1~ a finite input alphabet (# L C is the boundary symbol), 
(6) r is a finite storage tape alphabet (B E r is the blank symbol), 
(7) S E (Q x (Z CI {#}) x r) x (Q x (r - {B}) x {left, right, up, down, no move} x
{I&, right, no move}) is the next move relation 
A state q in Q - U is said to be existential. As shown in Fig. 1, the machine M 
has a read-only (rectangular) input tape with boundary symbols “#” and one 
semi-infinite storage tape, initially blank. Of course, M has a finite control, an input 
head, and a storage tape head. A position is assigned to each cell of the read-only 
input tape and to each cell of the storage tape, as shown in Fig. 1. A step of M 
consists of reading one symbol from each tape, writing a symbol on the storage 
tape, moving the input and storage heads in specified directions, and entering a 
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensionzl alternating Turing machine. 
cannot write the blank symbol. If the input head falls off the input tape, or if the 
storage head fzlls off the storage tape (by moving left), then the machine can make 
no further move. 
Definft%on 2.3. An instanfaneous descr@?ion (ID) of a 2-ATM M = 
(0, qo, U, F, 2, r, 6) is an element of 
F2) x (N v {o})* x s,, 
where S, = Q x (r - {B})* x A!, and N denotes the set of all positive integers. 
The first component of an ID I= (x, (i, j), (q, a, k))’ represents the input to M. 
The second component (i, j) of I represents the input head position. The third 
component (q, cy, k) of 1 represents the state of the finite control, nonblank contents 
of the storage tape, and the storage-head position. An element of SM is called a 
storage state of M. If q is the state associated with an ID I, then Z is said to be a 
universal (existential, accepting) ID if q is a universal (existential, accepting) state. 
The initial ID of A4 on x is 
’ WenotethatO~i~I,(x)+l,O~j~f~(~)+land1~ksj~~+l,whereforanystringw,~w~denotes 
the length of w (with IAl = 0, where h is tire null string). 
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WC write I t-M I’ and say I’ is a successor of 1 if an ID 1’ follows from an ID I 





each node 7r of the tree is labeled with an ID I(r); 
if IT is an internal node (a nonleaf) of thr; tree, I( 7t) is universal and 
{I~l(W)k-~I}={~*,..., Ik}, Then 7~ has exactly k children pl,. . . , pk such 
that l(pi) = Ii; 
if rr is an internal node of the tree and I( rr) is existential, then ?T has exactly 
one child p such that l(m) +-M i(p). 
A computa:ion tree qf M on an input x is a computation tree of M whose rooi is 
labeled with IM (x). An rlcceptin,o computatiofi8 tree of M on x is a computation tree 
of M on x whose leaves dre all labeled with accepting IDS. We say that M accepts 
x if there is an accepting computation tree of M on input x. Define 
T(M) = {x E .Xt2)( M accepts x}. 
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with a 2-ATM whose input tapes are 
restricted to square ones. We denote such a 2-ATM by 2-ATMS. 
Let L: N-, N be a function with one variable m. With each 2-ATM” M we 
associate a space complexity function SPACE which takes IDS to natlrral numbers. 
That is, for each ID I = (x, (i, j), (q, Q, k)), let SPACE(I) = Ial. We say that M is 
L(m) space bounded if for all m and for all x with 1,(x) = Z2( x) = m, if x is accepted 
by M, then there is an accepting computat,on tree of M on inFtii x such that for 
each node 7~ of the tree, SPACE( l(v)) s L(m). 
We anext present a simple, natural complexity measure for 2-ATM%, called leaf-size 
[6]. Leaf-size, in a sense, reflects the number oi processors which run in parallel in 
reading a given input. 
Definition 2.4. Let 2 : N + N be a function with one variable m. For each finite tree 
t, lei LEAF(t) denote the leaf-size of t (i.e., the qumber of leaves of t). We say that 
a Z-ATM” M is Z(m) leaf-size bounded if, for each m and for each input x with 
l,(x) = I,(X) = m, each computation tree t of M on x is such that LEAF(t) s Z(m). 
Bv 2-ATM”(L(m), Z(m)) we denote a simultaneously L(m) space bounded and 
Z(m) heaf-size bounded 2-ATMS. Define 
9[2-ATM”( L( m), T(m))] 
={TIT= T(M) for some 2-ATM”(L(m),Z(m)) M}. 
We need the following concepts in the next section. 
nition 2.5 a tv+dimensional deterministic Turing machine [4] is a 2-ATM 
whose IDS each have at most one successor. A function L: I”4 + N is two-dimension- 
ally space constructible if there is a two-dimensional deterministic Turing machine 
M such that 
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(1) for each 22 2 1 and for each input tape x with I,(x) = l,(x) = m, M uses at 
most L(m) cells of the storage tape, 
(2) for each m > 1, there exists some input tape x -tit& i,jx’) = &ix) z fn2 ofi which 
M halts after its read-write head has marked off exactly L(m) cells of the storage 
tape, and 
(3) for each na 2 1, when given any input tape x with I,(x) = Z*(x) = m, M aever 
halts without marking off exactly L(m) cells of the storage tape. 
(In this case, we say that M construc!s the function L.) 
Definition 2.6. Let Z,, & be finite sets of symbols. A projection is a mapping 
? l iSi*) + Xi*) which is obtained by extending a mapping r : 2, + & as !Fo!lows: .
f(x) =x’ H (i) h(x) = G(x’) for each k = 1,2, and 
(ii) T(x(i, j)) = x’(i, j) for each (i, j) 
~{(i, j)Il<i<I,(~)andl~j4~(x)]. 
3, Resuks 
This section investigates a hierarchical property of the powers of space bounded 
2-ATM% based on leaf-size bounded computations. Specifically, we show that 
9[2-ATM”( L( m), L’( m )k)] 5 9[2-ATM”( L( m), L( m jk] for any positive integer k 3 
1 and for any two functions L and L’ such that 
(i) L is a two-dimensionally space-constructible function such that L( m ) k+l s m 
(m 3 0, 
(ii) lim,,, L(m)L’(m)k/log m =0, and 
(iii) lim, +ao L’(m)/L(m) =O. 
We first give several preliminaries to obtain the desired result. Let C be a finite 
alphabet. For each ~tz 2 2 and each 1 G n s M - 1: an (m, a)=-churrk aver C is a pattern 
x over C as shown in Fig. 2, where x1 E Zt2), x2e Zt2), 2,(x,) = m - 1, &I) = n, 
1&J = m and 1*(x*) = m - n. (Below, “(m, n)-chunk” means an (m, n)-chunk over 
2.) Let A4 be a 2-ATM”( l, z) Note that if the numbers of states and storage-tape 
Fig. 2. (m, n)-chunk. Fig. 3. 
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(x: (m,n) -cbnk) 
Fig. 4. Entrance points to x(#) and positioning of the cells of x(#). 
symbols of M are s and r, respectively, then the number of possible storage states 
of M is srt! Let C be the input alphabet of M, and let # be the boundary symbol 
of M. For any (m, n)-chunk X, we denote by x(#) the pattern (obtained from x by 
surrounding x with #s) as shown in Fig. 3. Below we ass;lme without loss of 
generality that for any (m, n)-chunk (m 2 2, 1 s n s M - l), M has the following 
property*: 
(A) 1M enters or exits the pattern x(#) only at the face designated by the 
bold line in Fig. 3, and M never enters an accepting state in x(#). 
Then the number of entrance points to x(#) for M is n +3. We suppose that 
these entrance points are numbered 1,2, . . . , n f 3 as shown in Fig. 4. For each 
(na, n)-chunk x, an ID of M on x( #) is of the form 
(x(#), (P, (4, % k))), 
where p represents the position of the head of M on x(#), and (q, cu, k) represents 
a storage state of M. The second component (p, (q, a, k)) of an ID I = 
(x( #), (p, (q, a, k)) is called the conJigurution component of I. For convenience sake, 
for each i (16 i s n + 3), let the position of the cell confronted with entrance point 
z of x(#) be ‘7” (see Fig. 4.) Further, as shown in Fig. 5, we consider n + 2 virtual 
cells (confronted with x(#)) designated by dotted line squares, and we assign 
position (n+2) ’ 
Ix: (m,n) -chunk) 
Fig. 5. Virtual cells of x(#) and positioning of virtual cells. 
* Note that for any 2-ATM”(I, z) M’, we can construct a 2-ATM”(I, z) M with property (A) such that 
T(M) = T( M’). 
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positions 1 ‘, 2’, . . . , n’, (n 3- I)‘, (n + 2)’ to these virtual cells. We include these go& 
tions in the set of positions of the head of M on x(#). 
An ID I = (x(#), (P, (9, a, k))) is said to be unioersal (existential) if q is a universal 
(existential) state. For any two IDS I and I’ of M on x(#), we write 1 t-,,,, 1’ and 
say I’ is a successor of il if 1’ follows from I in one step of M on x(#). Note that 
for any ID I= W9, (P, (9, a, k))), where x is an (m, n)-chunk, such that p E 
{l’, 2’, . . . , n’, (n + 1)‘, (n + 2)‘) (i.e., p is a virtual position), Z has no successor. 
A computation tree of M on x(#) is a finite, nonempty labeled tree with the 
properties: 
(1) each node T of the tree is labeled with an ID, I(w), of M on x( #); 
(2) if 7r is an internal node (a nonleaf) of the tree and I( a) is universal and 
(IIl(rr)~M1}={~~,12,.**, &}, then 7r has exactly k children pl, . . . , pk such that 
l(Pi) = Ii; 
(3) if v is an internal node of the tree and 1(n) is existential, then T has exactly 
one child p such that Z(q) t--M I(p). 
A prominent computation tree of M on an (m, n)-chunk x is a computation tree 
of M on x(#) with the properties: 
(1) the root node is labeled with an ID of the form (x(#), (i, (q, cy, k))), where 
1 s is n + 3 (i.e., the root node is labeled with an ID of M just after M entered 
the pattern x(#) from some entrance point i); 
(2) each leaf node is labeled either 
(a) with an ID of the form (x( #), (j, (q, ar, k))), where j E {l’, 2’, . . . , (n + 2)‘) 
(i.e., an ID of M just after M exited the pattern x(#)), or 
(b) with an ID I such that starting from the ID I, M never eaches auniversal 
ID which has two or more successors, and M never exists x(#). 
(A leaf n$le labeled with an ID of type (b) above is called a looping Zeaf node. A 
leaf node labeled with an ID of type (a) above is called a normal leaf node.) 
Let C={c1,c2,..., c,) be the set of possible storage states of M, where u = s!t’. 
For each prominent computation tree t of M on an (na, n)-chunk, let the recrf 
conjguration set of t (denoted by LCS( t)) be a “multiset” of elements of 
{l’, 2’, . . . , (n + 2)‘) x C u {L} (where L is a new symbol) defined as follows: 
(1) for each normal eaf node n of t, LCS( t) contains the configuration component 
of l(n); 
(2) for each looping leaf node of t, LCS( t) contains the symbol L; 
(3) LCS( t) does not contain any element other than elements des&bed in (1) 
and (2) above. 
(Note that for any prominent computatioal tree t of M, ILCS( t>l s z, since A4 is 2 
leaf-size bounded.)3 
Foreach(m,n)-chunkxandforeach(i,c)E{I,2,...,n+3)xC,let 
MO,,(X) = {LCS( t) 1 t is a prominent computation tree of M on X 
whose root is labeled with the ID (x(#), (i, c)))- 
3 For any set S, ISI denotes the number of elements of S. 
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Let x, y be two (m, n)-chunks. We say that x and y are M-equivalent if for each 
(&+{I,2 ,..., n + 3) x C’ Mti,c,(x) = MO,,(Y)- 
For any (m, n&chunk x and for any tape v E Zc2) with 1,(v) = 1 and l,(v) = n, let 
x[v] be the tape in Zc2) consisting of v and x as shown in Fig. 6. 
The following lemma means that M cannot distinguish between two (m, n)-chunks 
which are M-equivalent. 
V r X 
Fig. 6. x[v]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a ZATM”(1, z) with the property (A) described before, and 2 
be the input alphabet of M. Let x and y be M-equivalent (m, n)-chunks over 2 
(m>2,1Sncm-1). Then,for any tape VEX~‘) with I,(v)=1 and 12(v)=n, x[v] 
is accepted by M if and only if y[ v] is accepted by M. 
Proof. (If part). We assume that y[ v] is accepted by M. Then there exists an 
accepting computation tree t of M on y[ v] such that LEAF(t) (i.e., the number of 
leaves of t) s z. Since x and y are M-equivalent, we can construct from t an accepting 
computation tree t’ of M on x[v] such that LEAF( t’) = LEAF(t) s z. Therefore, 
x[v] is accepted by A!. 
(Only-ifpart). Analogous to “if part”. 0 
Clearly, M-equivalence is an equivalence relation on (m, n)-chunks, and we 
obtain the followng lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a 2-ATM”( 2, z) with the property (A) described before, and Z 
be the input alphabet of M. Further, let s and t be the numbers of states and storage 
tape symbols of M, respectively, and let u = slt’. Then there are at most (2b’+‘)d 
M-equivalence classes of (m, n) -chunks over 2, where b = (n +2)u + 1 and d = 
(n+3)u. 
roof. The lemma follows from the observation that 
(1) lU,2,..., n +3} x Cl = (n +3)u = d (where C is the set of possible storage 
states of M), and 
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(2) the number of possible leaf configuration sets of prominent computation trees 
of A4 on (m, n)-chunks is bounded by 
b+b2+- l l +b”s6=+’ (where b=(n+2)u+l) 
since A4 is z leaf-size bounded. 0 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Let k Z= I be a positive integer. Let L : N + N and L’ : N + N be any 
functions uch that 
(1) L is a two-dimensionally space-constructible function such that L(m)k+’ 6 m 
(mar), 
(2) limm+oo L( m)t’( m)“/log m = 0, and 
(3) lim,,, L’(m)/ L(m) = 0. 
7hen there is a set in 9[2-ATM”( L(m), L(m)k)], but not in 9[2- 
ATM”( L(m), L’(m)k)]. 
Proof. Let JU be a two-dimensional deterministic Turing machine which constructs 
the function L. Let &[L, M] be the following set, which depends on !c, L and 1M: 
Tk[t, M] = {x E (z x (0, 1})‘2’( 3 m 2 2[Z,(x) = Z2(x) = m & (when the 
tape &(x) is presented to M, its read-write head marks 
off exactly L(m) cells of the storage tape and then halts) 
& 3i(2S is m)[E2(x[(l, l), (1, L(m)k+l)]) = 
~2(x[U, 0, 0, Um)k+91)lL 
where Z is the input alphabet of M, and &(K2) is the projection which is obtained 
by extending the mapping h, : C x (0, 1) + C ( h2 : C x (0, 1) + (0, 1)) such that for any 
c = (a, b) E c x (0, l}, h,(c) = a, (h,(c) = b). Below, we shall show that Tk[ L, M] E 
%‘[2-ATM”( L( m), L( m)k)] and Tk[ L, M] E 9[2-ATM”( L( m), L’( m)k)]. 
The set Tk[ L, M] is accepted by a 2-ATM”(L( m), L( m)k) M, which acts as 
follows. Suppose that an input x with Z,(X) = 12(x) = m (m 3 2) is presented to M, . 
MI directly simulates the action of M on &(x). If M does not halt, then MI also 
does not halt, and will not accept X. If M, finds out that M halts (in this case, note 
that MI has marked off exactly L(m) cells of the storage tape because M constructs 
the function L), then M, existentially chooses some i (2 s i c m) and moves its 
input tape head on the first column of the ith row of X. After that, MI universally 
tries to check that, for each 1 s j s L( m)k, 
E2(x[(i, (j - I)L(m) + l), (i, jL(m))]) = K2(x[(l, (j - W(m)+ 0, (l,jUmHlh 
T&t is, on the ith row and ((j-l)L(m)+l)st column of x (lsjs L(m)k), 
enters a universal state to choose one of two further actions. One action is to pick 
up and store the segment 
~2bC(i, (j- Wm)+ 0, (4 jUd)l) 
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on some track of the storage tape (of course, M1 uses exactly L(m) cells marked 
off), to compare the segment stored above with the segment 
~2(xKl, (j - l)Um) + 0, (1, jL(m))l), 
and to enter an accepting state only if both segments are identical. The other action 
is to continue moving to the ith row and (jL(m) + 1)st column of x (in order to 
pick up the next segment 
~2(x[(W(m)+ I), (4 (j + W(m))l) 
and compare it with the corresponding segment 
WW, jWM+ 0, 0, (j+ Wim))lH= 
Note that the number of pairs of segments which should be compared with each 
other in the future can be easily seen by using L(m) ceils of the storage tape. It 
will be obvious that the input x is in Tk[L, M] if and only if there is an accepting 
computation tree of & on x with L( m)k leaves. Thus Tk[L, M] E 
3[2-ATM”( L( m), L( m)k)]. 
We next show that Tk[ L, M] a~ .Z’[2-AThn”( L m), L’( m)k)]. Suppose that there is 
a 2-ATM”( L(m), L’(m)k) A& accepting Tk[L, M]. Let s and t be the numbers of 
states (of the finite control) and storage tape symbols of A& respectively. We assume 
without loss of generality that when & accepts a tape x in Tk[ L, M], it enters an 
accepting state only on the upper left-hand corner of x, and that & never falls off 
an input tape out of the boundary symbol #. (Thus A& satisfies the property (A) 
described before.) For each m 2 2, let w(m) E Zt2) be a fixed tape such that 
(i) I,( w( m)) = Z2( w( m)) = m and 
(ii) when w(m) is presented to M, it marks off exactly L(m) cells of the storage 
tape and halts. 
(Note that for each m a 2, there exists such a tape w(m) because 1M constructs the 
function L.) For each m Z= 2, let 
V(m) = {x E (2 X (0, 1})(2)1 Z,(x) = Zz(x) = m 
4% K2(W, l), h Um)k+lH) E (0, lF2) 
& &(x[(l, L( m)k+l + l), ( m, m)]) E {O}‘2’ & E,(x) = w(m)}“, 
Y(m) = {y E (0, 1}‘2’1 Z,(y) = 1 & Z2(y) = L(m)k+l}, 
R(m)={row(x)lxc V(m)}, 
where for each x in V(m), 
row(x)={yE Y(m)ly=E2(x[(i, l),(i, L(m)k+‘)]) for some i (2~i~m)). 
4 By the assumption that L(m)“+’ s m (m 2 l), V(m) is well defined. 
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Since 1 Y( m)l = 2L(m)‘+‘, it follows that 
;f2L(m)‘L+‘>m_1, 
otherwise. 
Note that B = {p 1 for some x in V(m), p is the pattern obtained from x by cutting 
the segment x[(l, l), (1, L(m)k")] off} is a set of (m, L( m)k+*)-chunks over C x 
(0, 1). Since M2 can use at most L(m) cells of the storage tape and M2 is L’( m)k 
lead-size bounded when M2 reads a tape in V(m), from Lemma 3.2, there are at most 
E(m) = (2 b[rn]L*(m)k+l d[m] 1 
M2-equivalence classes of (m, L(m)k+‘)-chunks (over C x (0, 1)) in B, where b[m] = 
(L(m)k”+2)u[m]+1, d[m]=(L(m)k+‘+3)u[m] and u[m]=sL(m)tL’“). We 
denote these M2-equivalence classes by C1, C,, . . . , GE++ Since 
lim m+m L(m)L’(m)k/log m =O and lim,,, L’(m)/ L( m) = 0 (by assumption), it 
follows that for large m, iR( m)l> E(m). For such m, there must be some Q, Q’ 
(Q Z Q’) in R(m) and some Ci (1 G i G E(m)) such that the following statement 
holds: There exist two tapes x, y in V(m) such that 
(i) xC(1, 0, (1, L(m)k+lH =rC(L 11, (1, Um)k+‘)l ad 
E2(x[(l, ), (1, L(m)k”)]) = &(y[(l, l), (1, L(mjk“ ‘I]) = p for some p in Q 
but not in Q’, 
(ii) row(x) = Q and row(y) = Q’, and 
(iii) both px and p,, are in Ci, where px( p,,) is the (an, L(m)k+‘)-chunk over 
G x (0, 1) obtained from x (from y) by cutting the segment 
x[(l, l), (1, L(m)k”)] (the segment y[(l, 1), (1, L(m)k")]) off. 
As is easily seen, x is in Tk[ L, M], and so x is accepted by M2. Therefore, from 
Lemma 3.1, it follows that y is also accepted by M2, which is a contradiction. (Note 
that y is not in Tk[ L, Ml.) Thus Tk[ L, M] g 9[2-ATM”( L(m), L’( m)k)]. This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
Corollary 3.4. Let k 2 1 be a positive integer. Let L : N + N and L’ : N + N be any 
functions atisfying the condition that L’( m ) c L( m ) ( m 2 1) and satisfying conditions 
(l), (2) and (3) described in Theorem 3.3. Then 
9[2-ATM”( L( m), L’( m)k)] 5 Yi2-ATM”@(m), L(m)k)]. 
For each r in N, let log”‘m be the function defined as follows: 
I 0 log”‘m = [log ml, m =O, m 2 1, 
108 “+‘)m = log(“(log”‘m) 
110 K. Inoue, I. Takanami, J. Iiromkovic’ 
where [log m 1 denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to log m. As shown 
in [ 10, Theorem 31, the function logtr)m (r 2 1) is two-dimensionally space-construct- 
ible. It is easy to see that for each r 2 1, log(‘+‘)m s log(‘)m (m 3 1) and 
lim m+oo log (‘+‘)m/log(‘)m =0. Further, for each ra2 and each kal, 
lim m+oo log(‘)m (log(‘+‘) m)k/log m = 0. From these facts and Corollary 3.4, we have 
the following. 
Corollary 3.5. For any r 3 2 and any k 2 1, 
J$?[ 2=ATM”( log”’ m, (log('+') m)k)] 5 5’[2-ATM”(log”’ m, (log”’ m)k)]. 
It is unknown whether a result analogous to Corollary 3.5 also holds for r = 1 
and k 3 1. It will also be interesting to investigate leaf-size hierarchy properties of 
the classes of sets accepted by ~-ATM’S with spaces of size greater than log m. 
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